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Celebrating Black History Month
Black

History Spotlight:
Florence Griffith Joyner
By: Ayomide O., Naomi M.

She was born Florence Delorez Griffith on December
21,1959, in Los Angeles, California. She was nicknamed
Deedee. She began running at the age of 7 and won the
Jesse Owens National Youth Games at age 14. Later on
she graduated from Jordan High School and attended
California State University, but later transferred to the
University of California Los Angeles. This is where her
track star fame began. In 1982, Joyner won a 200 meter
event in NCAA. She was coached by Bob Kersee and
made her Olympic debut in 1984 in the Summer Olympic Games where she won a silver medal
for another 200 meter run. Her high speed, sport body suits, and six inch fingernails, made her
unique and gained her fame. Soon in 1987, she would marry fellow athlete Al Joyner. She later
became known as Flo-Jo, or Florence Joyner. She won three gold medals at the Summer
Olympic Games in Seoul, South Korea in 1988-in the 100- and 200-meter runs, and the 4×100
meter relay. Her world records for the 100 and 200 meters remain unbroken. Joyner remained
involved in athletics in her retirement. She was appointed co-chair of the President's Council on
Physical Fitness in 1993 and went on to establish her own foundation for children in need.
Nearly six years after the Seoul Olympics, in 1995, Joyner was honored with an induction into
the Track and Field Hall of Fame.
Al Joyner announced that the clothing line that Griffith Joyner had been working on would be
continued. It was based on his wife’s determination. Partial proceeds would go towards
supporting the Florence Griffith Joyner Memorial Empowerment Foundation. In an interview it
is stated that "Florence had long dreamed of having her own signature line. As with everything
in her life, she put a tremendous amount of time, energy, and passion into making this line a

success. By continuing the work she started, we are adding to her legacy." Dee Dee was visiting
her father in Mojave Desert. While visiting she caught a jackrabbit and happened to outrun it!
Deedee’s mother noticed her talent. This became part of her reason to start running and Deedee
took that interest greatly. Of course her mother supported her. When she turned seven she
entered the “Sugar Ray Robinson Youth Foundation” running competition and defeated her
opponent and this journey began to grow.
Griffith’s freshman year had many business courses and competing in 200- Meter and 400 meter events for the track team. Academically and athletically Dee Dee was doing great and but
money became a problem in her family. This issue caused her to leave school.
“Bob Kersee” talked her back into joining the track team after he helped with monetary support
through financial aid. 1980 was a year that Griffith had to make a tough decision with school and
her track. Her coach “Bob Kersee” has left California state to work at “University of California
at Los Angeles” UCLA didn’t offer her major sadly. She then had to switch to Psychology. Dee
Dee’s running talent was confirmed when her success under Coach Kersee continued . Griffith
had now won a spot on the track team in The Olympic Games but later on U.S. officials at the
games would not allow her to participate because of the length of her nails. They thought this
would conflict the “baton hand-off”. Disappointed with her performance in The Olympics Dee
Dee took off from competitive running and worked as a beautician and a customer
representatives for a bank
In the long run, no pun intended, Florence Griffith Joyner left a legacy of breaking the
world record, with 10.49 seconds in the 100 meter events and 21.34 seconds in the 200 meter
race. She is a positive role model. She died on September 21, 1998 of an epileptic seizure at the
age of 38.

Poetry Corner
Black men sold by black men
Black men carried on slaves ships
Black men worked in fields
Black men fought for America
Black men fought for freedom
Black men walk to the voting booths
Black men’s children freed and accepted by society
-

Jasmine Williams

School Events
The Holiday Band Concert
Varsha Boochay
On December 14, 2017 our school, Jamaica Gateway to the Sciences,
hosted the Holiday Band Concert. It was a production put on by the school band
and there were lots of students participating in the event. The beginner band played the first
song. Then came the more advanced players. All the musicians did an amazing job, as if they’d
done this a million times. The last several songs were played by the jazz band, which was
impressive since jazz is not easy to learn. There was a special guest from York College, CUNY
that played the guitar for the jazz band and he rocked! Out of all the songs, “I Want a
Hippopotamus” was one of the best received. Now let us appreciate the Robotics Team and the
Creativity Club for managing the snack stand and the photo/ card making stand. Also thanks to
the parents, students, and friends who came to support the musicians by traveling in the freezing
cold weather. Finally, let us thank the students and Mr. Biski, who dedicated their time and
practiced for hours to deliver this great performance.

Bingeing Breakdown
Pema Gyalpo
Doctor Who (1963-)
TV Rating: TV-14
Where to watch: BBC America, Hulu, Amazon Prime
The longest running show in the history of television, Doctor
Who, has everything to offer on a lazy day when you can curl up with a
bag of warm popcorn. This show presents a nameless time traveler from
Gallifrey, who calls himself the Doctor. He flies with different
companions in a tiny blue box disguised as a telephone booth. He meets them during his
journeys in various times and places and he leaves these people as a different man after every

departure. In the 1,200 years of his existence in this galaxy, he regenerates into another body
every time he is close to death, which explains the reason for why the show has been running for
more than six decades. Though he can travel to anywhere at anytime, he is nothing but a lonely
man trying to find a purpose. The Doctor is the only Time Lord after his planet Gallifrey was
destroyed by his archenemy, the Daleks. Therefore, he roams the desolate space with no one
truly understanding him because in the end, no one wants to share that mass of pain.

Interview With Ms. Dixon
By: Jose Carrera
Interviewer: So, how do you like JGS?
Dixon: JGS is wonderful, I love it here! The kids are great, my coworkers are nice. Everybody
has really been terrific and the kids are learning a lot. I’m really happy to be a part of the JGS
family.
Interviewer: What was your previous school like?
Dixon: I’ve only been at one other school ever. Leaving my old school was really difficult for
me because I really did love it there. I did want to be a lot closer to my son at home. It was
difficult when I did have to leave for my co-workers and for my other students as well. But I had
to do what was best for my family and as it turns out I am very glad that I took the job!
Interviewer: Do you enjoy your fellow teachers?
Dixon: No. I’m kidding! Yes! Everybody’s terrific. The teachers are great, they’ve been very
helpful, very warm and loving. Ms. Cannizzaro gave me this awesome JGS bag for me to carry
around. The guidance counselors have also been very helpful and it’s just been a very warm
welcome and I’m very happy to be here!
Interviewer: Why did you become a teacher and why did you choose the science field?
Dixon: That’s a very loaded question. Why did I become a teacher? I decided I wanted to teach
in the second grade. I would teach my stuffed animals. And then in the seventh grade I decided
that I really loved science. Ever since I was little, my dad used to take me up on his shoulders
and point out Venus early in the morning and things like that. And yeah, it was cool. But it was
in the seventh grade when I decided I really liked science and I wanted to become a science
teacher. And it was in the tenth grade when I actually took Earth Science that I decided that I just
love everything about it. It was really cool, rocks and weather and space and all these really cool

interesting things I was learning. I just soaked it up like a sponge so much so that it was then I
decided I actually wanted to become an Earth Science teacher. That’s been my dream. I went to
college my freshman year and I knew I was majoring in Earth Science education right off the bat.
People give you funny looks when you decide you want to major in Earth Science because it’s
really not the thing that other people go for but I love it.
Interviewer: What is your favorite, and/ or least favorite class to teach?
Dixon: Hah! I’m not answering that.
Interviewer: Okay, any advice for your students or anything to help them?
Dixon: No matter how far you go down the wrong road you can always turn back.
Interviewer: Final words?
Dixon: High school is fast and before you know it you’ll be in college and college is even faster.
Read and take notes.

Gateway Tech Talk
The Pros and Cons of
Net Neutrality
By: Reda Gonsalves and Trivani Bharat

Net Neutrality, what a controversial topic. For those
who haven’t joined in the conversation yet and do not
know what it means or why people are talking about
it, here’s the rundown. Net neutrality is the idea of a free internet which allows you to surf the
world wide web with limited consequences. The reason why it's such an important topic to
everyone is because of the results. Yep, that sweet sweet free internet is gone with the passing of
this restriction. It’s gone even on YouTube: a place that's supposed to be a safe space for
millennials. I suppose to truly understand this we must evaluate both sides of the argument.

Con(Without): Let's explore the argument against net neutrality. The economy. Now I know
what you’re thinking: it always comes back to the economy. Bear with me. Without net
neutrality the major companies that provide our internet services can tax us on websites that they
prefer us not to use. However, we would have more space in our devices because they would not
be clogged with extra data and you have less of a chance of getting viruses because the
companies filter out what they do and do not want you to use. While you may have less viruses
you have less freedom of the net.
Pro(With): Now let’s go to the side which many teens are probably on. Without net neutrality
sites that you love like Netflix or YouTube may be slowed down. For example, if you have Fios
as an internet provider and they favor Netflix, Hulu may be lagged to draw you towards Netflix.
However, net neutrality makes that illegal. This means you are able to enjoy all of your favorite
websites without the fear that they may be slowed.
We believe that net neutrality allows people to surf the internet on their own free will. There are
many children that go on websites like Youtube to feel a sense of belonging and friendship. It
makes them feel less confused in a world filled with chaos. If you take away that sense of
connection from children all over the world, including us, we will feel unprotected and alone.
We would also not know the interesting facts the internet can provide for us and help us
overcome some of our problems in life because the websites which provide them might be
slowed.

The Gateway
Godmother
Anonymous

Drama. It plagues everyone. It’s a parasitic creature which feasts on our
greed, our narcissism; the little red devil on our shoulder stroking our
inflated egos. You can’t avoid it. Where there are humans there will be
drama. In school, at jobs, amongst the professionals and the
paraprofessionals, drama can be found. Allow a group of people to fester
together for a significant amount of time and drama will start. It’s human
nature. This parasite is accepted by society, but ruins society at the same
time. Most of you are 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 years of age. You’re past the age
where your primitivity can be influenced. You’re past the age where your

base instincts can be manipulated; you’ve relied on them for your entire lives. Although it’s
natural, there are many things that are human nature that are not acceptable.
When you’re a little kid, you’re taught to share and play nice with others. You’re taught to not
bully others, to be quiet at certain times, and to speak at other times. These values and beliefs
that are instilled in you so deeply in order to overpower your primitive urges, keep human
society in order.
So, you’re probably wondering exactly what you can do about it. Well, hello! It’s your friendly
neighborhood Fairy Godmother. I’m here to tell you to do some deep self reflection. Call it a
deep cleanse, if you will. You’re told to stop eating toxic foods, exercise your physical body,
detox your internal organs. You live in a world where you are bombarded left, right, and center,
by diet fads, models, makeup products, weight loss advertisements, acne products.. Why not
detox your mind? Why not take the weight off of your brain? Why not exfoliate your guilty
conscience? Just like you must want a healthy body to be motivated to work towards it, you must
also want a healthy mind to be willing to cleanse it.
The people on the other end of the rumor are people too. The people you snicker about, they’re
people too. And yes, those same people may be snickering about other people, but that doesn’t
make them any less of a person with feelings that hurt and burn. Life is a vicious cycle, but it
doesn’t have to be. It doesn’t have to be painful. We choose to make it vicious. But why? Have
you ever wondered why does it have to be so hard?
You don’t have to feed into the drama. You choose to. So, why not choose not to? Why not
choose to focus your energy on yourself rather than the appearances and activities of other
people? You must want positive energy to have positive energy.
Shed your dead weight and hunt down your positivity.

Gateway Political Commentary
By: Jasmine Williams
Though we have football in America, there is another sport not
restricted to one country that caters to all: futbol. Also known as
soccer, it has been a sport uniting countries across the world, from
the English to the Dutch and from Brazil to Australia. All shades
of people can take part in this inclusive sport. One of the

international main events that makes soccer fans lives worth living is the FIFA World Cup. This
event is similar to the Olympics which takes place every four years in different countries elected
by FIFA officials. This year, the event will be hosted in Moscow, Russia. However, there is a big
difference between the sunny and inclusive Rio de Janeiro of FIFA 2014 and cold Moscow,
Russia of 2018, a country sometimes condemned for discrimination.
FIFA officials are getting a bundle of nerves as there are only five more months to the World
Cup and crowds of Russians at the arena shouting derogatory chants at Brazilian striker
Givanildo Sousa also known as “Hulk.” In 2012 he was signed to Zenit St. Petersburg. He left
Arsenal, an English soccer club, with the trade-off being the most expensive signing in Russian
Premier League history. He has repeatedly faced derogatory chants in Russia and also accused a
referee of racially abusing him (The Guardian) but realized he can get through a game without
having to mentally prepare himself to be immune to these harsh chants and slurs. This sounds so
similar to the United States, on the other side of the world. It is reminiscent of what Jackie
Robinson, Fleetwood Walker and Charlie Stifford had to go through in the early 20th century
playing in the Southern United States. Who are Charlie Stifford and Fleetwood Walker? Charlie
Stifford was the first African-American golfer. In 1967 and 1969 he won the Los Angeles and
Great Haford Open. Fleetwood Walker was the first official African-American baseball player
to integrate the sport, but because the international league terminated all black-players contracts,
he was the last black man in the MLB until Jackie Robinson in 1946.
However, it’s not like soccer players didn’t suffer too. Many soccer players like Cyrille Regis,
who played for the English soccer club, West Brom, and for England’s national team in the 80’s.
He faced much discrimination as a black athlete during Jim Crow. Him, Laurie Cunningham, and
Brendon Batson were dubbed the Three-Degrees, being the only black players on the English
club, which even in the 80’s, was slowly becoming integrated. Though almost none of the
teammates or sport officials were against him, the soccer fans instead, fans of other
non-integrated soccer clubs like Arsenal, were. How are the players suppose to represent
sportsmanship, when the people watching them don’t respect the team they’re playing against?
Why does the player have to show sportsmanship if fans don’t? There have even been recent acts
of disgusting behavior on the fans part in today’s society. Turkish fans have whistled and
chanted through a moment of silence honoring victims who died in terror attacks.
Not showing respect for opposing fans is childish and a scary reflection of the type of
discrimination faced by the Three Degrees thirty years ago. So should we ask why are we having
the World Cup in Russia? Or should we all take the chants that have been said to Brazilian
STRIKER “hulk” into consideration of how it mimics other countries behaviors to? The players
of every sport give their 101% when it comes to respect because they have to, but as citizens of
this big diverse free world why can’t we learn that respect is not what you have to do because of

consequences, but because it is the moral thing to do. Racism or bias against someone’s religion,
shouting names at people doesn't make us one step closer to ending racism and other social
problems, but only tears us apart. FIFA 2018 in Moscow should not be something to scowl at or
be fearful of, but it should be a wake up call to tell people in the sports arena that social issues
can pour into the arena under no control and need to be in consideration everywhere.
Disclaimer: The ideas expressed in student pieces reflect the opinion of the writer and not that of the school.
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